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To Parents of all Year 10 students 
Wednesday 11 July 2018 

 
Dear Parents,  

Summer Studies 2018 / Year 11 Rehearsal Exams 
 

When Year 10 students return to the Academy in September, they will be only two short terms from 
sitting final GCSE examinations.   
 
It is essential that they return well-prepared for Year 11 and, just as with previous years’ students who 
have found this valuable, Year 10 are expected to complete a limited amount of work over the long 6-
week break: 

• Total study requirement is no more than around 25-35 hours 

• Every GCSE subject will set work, summary overleaf, with detailed guidance from subject 
teachers (also posted on our website at thekingsacademy.org.uk/students/year-10-summer-
homework/) 

• Tasks must be completed ready to be handed in for checking on the first lesson of the new term 
from Weds 5 Sept 

• In addition to being unprepared for restarting crucial GCSE studies, any student who fails to 
complete tasks will be detained for lunchtimes (40 mins) and evenings (120 mins) throughout 
September until all work is completed. 

 
Virtually all students have grown in maturity and self-discipline at this point, and recognise the hard 
work that is now needed.  Parents have been overwhelming in their support for the structure offered 
by the school, and the combination of these with the school’s expertise and guidance has meant that 
virtually all students return in September ready for an excellent start to a busy and vitally important 
year. 
 
Please note that during Year 11, students will sit full rehearsal examinations in October 2018 and March 
2019, with additional rehearsal exams for English and Maths in January 2019.  We wish you and your 
child a good and fruitful summer break as we look forward to working together with you during the 
coming year. 
 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 

 
 
David Dawes 
Principal 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Summary of Tasks 
 

Subject Task 

English 
Produce a revision poster / revision cards for Jekyll and Hyde and complete 
three Edmodo quizzes for other literature texts.  

Mathematics 
Students will complete past examination questions on a range of topics 
studied.  

Science Students will produce flashcards for topics in Biology, Chemistry and Physics.  

French / German 
Students need to complete the tasks set in the revision / grammar / 
translation booklets and use Kerboodle / Quizlet to revise vocabulary.   

Geography 
Complete a project on the impact of tourism on Goathland, making use of the 
framework / data supplied by Geography teachers.  

History 
Complete two tasks relating to the ‘Britain: Health and the People’ and ‘The 
Normans’ topics.  

Computer Science 
Questions from the exam practice workbook (network, hardware, client 
server and P2P, network topologies, storing data, arrays, sub programs).  

Religious Education Students will complete an Islam: Beliefs and Practices assessment.  

Art & Design 
Research the history of abstract art and produce fact files on ten artists from 
the given list.  

Business Studies 
Create a set of revision notes / mind map on Unit 1 (Business in the Real 
World) and complete CGP questions on Unit 3 (Business Operations).  

Child Development Complete the B1 and B2 assessments, using the guidance given by teachers.  

Design & Technology 
(GCSE) 

Produce revision cards on the examination topics studied so far.  

Drama 
Re-read ‘The 39 Steps’ and create a strong opening paragraph for a 20 mark 
question; complete full draft of the devising log (Unit 2 coursework).  

Engineering  
(VCert) 

Students will adapt drawings of existing products using the different 
techniques they have been taught. 

Food & Nutrition  
(GCSE) 

Examination question booklet based on the revision of nutrients.  

Food & Cookery 
(VCert) 

Completion of a past paper in readiness for the examination in November.  

IT 
Complete the spreadsheet revision workbook to prepare for the controlled 
assessment in Year 11.  

Music Technology 
Research on microphone ‘polar’ patterns and techniques for use of 
microphones. Resources included within OneNote.  

Music Performance 
Description of personal aims in relation to a live performance; video diary on 
progress of a particular piece of music; resources included within OneNote.  

Textiles 
Present all practical pieces with detailed annotations and links to at least two 
designers / artists for each piece.  

 
 


